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beg- begin(ning)                                           
mr - magic ring                                              
ch- chain 
st - stitch                                                       
sc - single crochet 
sl st - slip stitch 
hdc - half double crochet 
inc - increase (work 2 sc in the next st)                                 
dec - decrease (invisible decrease) 
blo - back loop only 
FO - fasten off or finish off 
R - row  
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Materials
worsted weight yarn in light yellow and 

yellow  · stuffing · 3.5mm (E) hook · craft 

safety eyes (6 mm) · embroidery floss in 

black and pink · tapestry needle · 

embroidery needle · scissors  

Abbreviations

Techniques needed
Magic ring                      

Invisible decrease             

Bobble

Before you start
SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER/EASY 

 

- This pattern is worked in continuous rounds. Do not join or turn unless otherwise instructed. 

- Place a marker (I like to use a piece of yarn of a different color) at the end of every finished 

round 

- At the end of each round, the number of total stitches for that round is in parentheses ( ) 

- Brackets [ ] indicate a pattern sequence 

- When making amigurumi, you'll want to use a smaller hook than called for on your yarn 

information. Try different sizes until you get a nice tight finish 

- The yarn I used in this pattern is worsted weight, and the hook is 3.5mm, this results in a 

finished beer of approximately 2 inches or 7 cms. You can vary the size of the item by using 

thicker or thinner yarn, different size hooks or even double or triple yarn. Be creative!                  

- After completing each step, cut the yarn and hide remaining tails inside the item, unless 

otherwise stated (for instance, we'll use some of these tails to sew different parts to the body 

of the doll). This is described as FO (fasten off); here’s a little tutorial.                                                                              

- Fill the item with stuffing as you go. In the pattern I indicate when I suggest you start filling, 

please keep in mind you will probably need more stuffing than you think. The firmer you stuff, 

the better shaped your beer will turn out.                                                                                        

- At the end of this page, you will find several links to videos with some of the techniques used. 

Keep in mind, even though this pattern is beginner level, you need some crochet knowledge 

foundation.                                                                                                                                          

- This pattern is written in US crochet terminology for right-handed crocheting. - I’ve included in 

abbreviations the UK terms, in ( ) and a lighter color. 
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Paern
R1.- Magic ring 6 (6) 

R2.- [2 sc in each st] 6 times (12) 

R3.- [sc in next st, 2 sc in next st] 6 times (18)                                                                        

R4.-  [sc in next 2 sts, 2 sc in next st] 6 times (24)                   

R5.- BLO st in every st. (24)                                                           

R6 a R13 st in every st (24)  

Don’t fasten off, next we’ll make the handle 

MUG

HANDLE

Ch 10, starting from 2nd ch from hook, work        

a sc on every stitch. At the end of the chain, 

ch1, turn, and work a sc on every st. FO and 

leave long tail for sewing it.  Sew it between 

rows 8 and 9.

FOAM

Insert the eyes between rows 7 and 8, 6 

stitches apart.

R1.- Join light yellow yarn and work 1sc in every 

st (24)                                                              

R2.- [Bobble of 3, sl st] all around (12 bobbles)  

R3.- [Dec, bobble of 3] all around (7 bobbles)  

Start filling                                                       

R4.- [Bobble, dec] all around (5 bobbles)         

R5.- Dec all around                                                 

FO and close 
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About The cute cyclops
I’m Gaby and I’ve been designing dolls for over 14 years. I strive to make each 

pattern easy to read and to write them in a way so that you only have to 

grab your hook and yarn and enjoy yourself while you’re crocheting. I like to 

think there’s magic in amigurumi making (or amigurumiing as I call it) so I want 

to make your experience a delightful one. Don’t hesitate to contact me if you 

have any doubts, comments, or suggestions. I’m always happy to help!  

I’m @thecutecyclops on Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest, tag me for a 

chance of a free pattern each month. I’ll love to hear from you!

Happy amigurumiing!

This pattern and its images are copyright protected and the sole property of The Cute Cyclops/Alma 
Gabriela Baeza. Please, do not sell, transfer, distribute, alter to claim as your own, or publish (online or 
printed) this pattern or any images contained inside it. You can sell your finished doll, provided you 
credit me as the designer. If selling online, please credit me as Pattern by The Cute Cyclops, 
TheCuteCyclops.com  

Make sure to subscribe 
to my email list so I can 
spoil you rotten! Click 

here.
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